Wednesday 4th March 2015

Literacy Solutions Coach Visit – Angela Emher

We feel very lucky at Holy Name Primary School to have had our Literacy Coach, Angela Ehmer visit us from Monday, March 2 to Wednesday, March 4.

On Wednesday, Angela Ehmer visited the Prep classroom where she delivered an amazing writing lesson. The Prep students were eager and waiting for their special visitor to arrive.

For the writing session, Mrs Ehmer engaged the student’s interest with a stimulus picture of a Ladybird. With Mrs Ehmer’s support, students were asked to use words to think of ideas for what is happening in the picture.

Whilst still on the carpet area, students whispered to a friend what they can see in the stimulus picture. They then went back to their tables to have a go at writing what they saw in the picture.

The students remained excited for the whole session; they went back to their tables straight away and wrote enthusiastically about what they can saw in the stimulus picture.

Enjoy the photos of our wonderful Prep class working hard during their carpet work and desk work with our Literacy Coach Mrs Ehmer.